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Introduction 

 Resource Sampling for Underground Mining Targets: 

• Steep narrow mineralized veins with good metal grade and good geometric continuity 
(favourable for extraction process), have always been attractive targets for 
underground mining 

 

 Prior to Exploitation and at the start of mining: 

• Sampling of the mineralized ore is commonly carried out using diamond drill hole data 
and the mineral resources are exclusively estimated from results of drill hole samples 

 

 As Exploitation proceeds: 

• 3-D Access to the deposit becomes easier and channel sampling of mining stopes and 
development tunnels is carried out. These channel sample results become available to 
assist in resource estimation and grade control. 



Objective of this “Charla” 

 To Compare Sampling Results (for Resource Estimation) from Drill holes vs Channels: 

• Channel sampling is sometimes used as the ‘yardstick’ against which the primary grade 
estimates from drill hole samples are judged 

• There are several reasons however why it is difficult to compare the results of 
estimates which are generated from drill samples against estimates from channel 
samples in the same deposit.  We will confront a few of these reasons shortly. 

 

 We present a Rapid method to compare results in order to assist decision-making 

 (results as obtained from Drill hole samples vs Channel samples) 

• We will show how objective comparisons of the grade distributions from different 
types of sampling can enable i) more effective grade selection and ii) more effective 
resource estimation decisions to be made 

• For this comparison it is necessary to compare drill hole samples and channel samples 
within the same common volume and with the use of quantile-quantile plots 

 



Approach 

 Establish a Common Volume 

• To make valid comparisons between two different types of sampling, one must ensure 
that they are distributed within the same region of space 

• (For example, the ‘distance function’ in Leapfrog Geo™ allows a region within a fixed 
distance from sample data, to be rapidly defined and to generate a constrained 
wireframe volume) 



Methodology 

• Assuming 2x sample sets, first composite both types of sampling to equalize sample 
support 

 

• Define 5m volumes close to both types of sampling for statistical evaluation; carry out 
a nearest neighbor comparison (making sure to exclude detection limit grade material) 

 

• 5m common volumes are frequently used as this distance would normally provide: 

 i) Sufficient data for a 5m common volume to work; and  

 ii) 5m minimizes variography thereby geostatistical treatment process “tries to 
 localize” spatially onto the source.  This effectively removes as much as possible errors 
 that  one would obtain from distances utilizing long-range correlations 

 

• Then compare grade statistics, using 

– Histograms (probability-density plot within 5m volume of drill-holes/channels) 

– Scatter Plots & finally ……… Q-Q plots (to test distributional bias) 



EXAMPLE Gold Mine #1 
Channel samples (15,000 x 1m composites) – red 
DDH samples (12,700 x 1m composites) - orange 



Defined Volumes within 5m of drill hole samples 



Defined Volumes within 5m of channel samples 



Common Volume – that volume COMMON to  
within 5m of both channel samples & drill hole samples 



Plot Histogram 
Channel samples within Common Volume 



Plot Histogram 
Drillhole samples within Common Volume 



Plot Scattergrams  
Poor Correlation - Vague Representation 

• Viewing this one might become despondent; …… there is however a way to tackle this data 

• Plot Quantile distributions and compare these rather than the individual values: 

 

   Normal-space Plot        Log Plot 

 



Q-Q Plot Comparison within 5m 

The faint red 45° line is the curve which would plot if the 2 distributions were the same 

   Quantile distribution Plot 

 



Conclusion 

• Despite the initial poor correlation for the “normal space” & log-plots, there is a 
 consistent and positive bias between Drill hole and Channel samples at all grades for 
 this example 

(Bias ~20 % better grades for Channel samples) 

 

• Estimation tests using only Channel or Drill hole data show similar bias in the 
 estimation outcomes 



EXAMPLE Gold Mine #2 

channel 

drill 

Channel (11,600) and Drill hole (9,860) Samples 



Channel and Drill hole Samples 
(within 5m Common Volume) 



    Channels         Drill Holes 



Correlation 

Poor correlation, high nugget 
effect 



Q-Q Plot Comparison within 5m 



Q-Q Plot Comparison  
Mine #1 vs Mine #2 

~20% Bias across 
the spectrum 

~5% Bias for grades 
> 15 g/t 

• The details of the biases are different. Is this due to different channel 

 sampling procedures, methodologies, mineralogies, metal particle size or 

 hardness variations? 

• But we note the bias is in favor of the channel samples in both cases… 



Mine #3 Brazil (Abundant pyrite sulfidized BIF) 

All Drill hole and channel samples 

Common volume within 5m of drillholes and channel samples 



Mine #3 - Sample Statistics 



Mine #3 - Scatterplot 

• Correlation not as poor as 
Mines 1 & 2 (CoV is lower) 

 

• Only Au > 0.05 g/t were used to 
avoid detection limit effects 



Mine #3 - Q-Q Plot 

• Bias 

– Channel > Drillhole for Au < 8 g/t 

– Channel < Drillhole for Au > 8 g/t 

 

– No channel samples > 18 g/t (in 
comparison region) 

 



EXAMPLE #4 
(Orogenic lode-gold, greenstone) Quebec 
Q-Q Plot Comparison CH (7,600), DH (8,750) 
within 5m common volume 

Au 



EXAMPLE #5 
Mexican Ag Veins (LS epithermal, Durango, MX) 
Q-Q Plot Comparison CH, DH within 5m 
(Not limited to Gold) 

Ag      Au      Cu 



Why a consistent bias towards Channel Samples? 

Allowing for exceptions to what we have presented (i.e.: the results will not in all cases be 
biased towards favoring channel sample results): 

 

– In most cases, poorly-controlled mechanical “percussive” manual channel sampling 
will preferentially capture the more intensely fractured and sulphide-rich parts of the 
material to be sampled; channels commonly provide an over-representation of grade 

– Contrarily, the steady rotational cutting-action of diamond drilling is less likely to over-
represent softer parts and the heart of the core sample should be almost undisturbed 

– Consensus is that channel sampling can seldom provide a uniform mass per unit 
measurement of sample. When the mass delimitation is biased, it is unlikely that the 
metal content of the samples is in turn unbiased (Pitard, 1993) 

 

– Channel sampling is limited and restricted to existing workings within the ore-body; 
Drill hole sampling is complete and continuous and includes all transitional material 



Advantages of the Q-Q Methodology 

 

• Entire Deposits: Depending on the existing sample coverage, this methodology can 
 provide sufficient data to allow an indicatory assessment of the complete deposit 

 

• Twin holes (expensive), are generally restricted to small portions of a deposit; the all-
 inclusive encompassing nature of common volume Q-Q on a representative sample 
 population suggests there can be little need to drill twin holes 

 

• Be aware - the outcome of these findings is important: when placing confidence on 
 results from a biased sample set, troublesome results can potentially occur; it is
 important to keep this in mind when evaluating the mining reconciliation process 



 
Mine-Process Plant Reconciliation Effects 
(Cycle of Optimism, Hope and Disappointment) 

Channel / Drillhole Bias Effects: 

Grade 
Expectations Optimism 

Euphoria 

Despair… 

Next 
cycle 

Time 



Conclusions 

• It is important that one is aware of the risks of regarding samples from different 
 sources (in this case channel and diamond-drill samples), as equivalent 

 

• It is important to test the differences between channel and drill-based sampling using a 
 common volume Q-Q plot approach 

 

• It is important to preferably use diamond drill sampling results to avoid bias when 
 evaluating narrow vein deposit resources (NB: decisions to combine or exclude 
 different types of sampling for resource estimation should be carefully considered) 

 

• It is important to define the extent of “metal at risk”:  

 Make independent grade estimates using channel and diamond drill samples. 
 Metal at risk will most likely be the channel-based estimate – the drill-based 
 estimate 
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